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“Take Your Property Back Free & Clear” 

 
Welcome! We are going to provide you with the critical information 

you’ll need to fight your foreclosure, WIN, and “Take Your Property 

Back Free & Clear.” Yes! Free & Clear means never making a     

mortgage payment ever again! 

 

It will take courage, stamina, and dedication on your part, as Wall Street 

and the wealthy Bankers will employ their strategies of fear, and        

intimidation, while they try to wear you down, hoping you don’t know 

your legal rights, and that you’ll give up your fight, and just hand over 

your property. 

 

If you do not possess the above mentioned qualities, there is no shame 

in this. One has to know their limitations, and perhaps you would be 

better served by hiring an attorney to fight for you. However, If you do 

possess the courage, stamina, and dedication it will take, you can beat 

Wall Street and the wealthy Bankers at their own game. Lets get 

started! 
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There have been a gluttony of motions to dismiss bank foreclosures 

filed in the courts due to the securitization process that has caused the 

banks to produce improper notes, and in many cases fraudulent  

documents in an attempt to push forward with illegal foreclosures 

against American homeowners. 

 

Securitization is a process by which Wall Street Bankers pooled  

hundreds of mortgage loans together, and sold them as a package to 

wealthy investors all over the world for additional profits. However, the 

problem the banks are having now is that in their haste to get filthy rich, 

they failed to follow the law, and keep up with the paperwork.  

 

They figured nobody will ever know what they were doing, and the 

money was coming in so fast they didn’t care. However, Judges across 

the nation have ordered the dismissal of foreclosures brought by these 

lenders who illegally Securitized loans, and who now cannot prove that 

they are the true owners of the debt, by their failure to produce the 

Promissory Note.  

 

In many cases, especially those where the mortgage was originated  

between 2000 and 2009, the originators were so busy that in lieu of 

transferring the notes and documents “up the line in an unbroken chain” 

they just discarded the originals and transferred the “data”  

electronically.  
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In short, there were no true sales and negotiations of the original notes 

and no true assignments of the mortgages and deeds of trust. As a  

result, when a court demands that the Trustee for a residential mortgage 

backed securitized trust produce the original note duly negotiated in an 

unbroken chain they simply cannot do it.  

 

They just do not have the hard copy documents.  All they have is data 

and information in a computer file (MERS). This incompetence of the 

non-paralegals in the local law firms on the one hand, and the desire of 

the mortgage originators to cut-corners and save paper on the other 

hand, form the basis for what is referred to as the “Alphabet Problem”.  

 

Lets provide an example from a real SEC securitized trust filing.  

Between January 1 of 2006 and February 1 of 2006, Argent Mortgage 

Company LLC originated thousands of residential mortgage loans to be 

securitized. Exactly 7,767 of those mortgage notes were eventually  

securitized in a residential mortgage backed trust named “Argent  

Securities Inc., Asset-Backed Pass-Through Certificates, Series 2006-

W2.”  

 

The closing date for all of the notes and mortgages to be delivered to 

this Trust was February 27, 2006.  
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According to the Prospectus Form 424B5 filed with the SEC, Argent 

Mortgage Company, LLC, sold the notes and assigned the mortgages to 

Ameriquest Mortgage Company as the Sponsor; Ameriquest then sold 

the notes and assigned the mortgages to Argent Securities, Inc, as the 

Depositor; and Argent Securities, Inc., then sold the notes and assigned 

the mortgages to Argent Securities Trust,  Asset-Backed Pass-Through 

Certificates, Series 2006-W2. 

 

In this example, the A to B transfers were from Argent Mortgage to 

Ameriquest Mortgage Company; the B to C transfers were from  

Ameriquest to Argent Securities; and the C to D transfers were from  

Argent Securities to Argent Securities Trust, Asset-Backed Pass-

Through Certificates, Series 2006-W2.  And, according to the  

Prospectus, ALL of these transfers were finalized before the closing 

date of February 27, 2006. 

 

Given this complex and detailed securitization structure, what happens 

when LPS ( Lender Processing Service) sends a NewTrak  

assignment to a local firm to file a motion for relief from stay for  

Argent Securities Trust Asset-Backed Pass-Through Certificates, Series 

2006-W2, and the system attaches as an exhibit the original note and 

mortgage that names Argent Mortgage Company LLC as the  

beneficiary?  
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If the court or the debtor raises an issue about “standing” or “failure to 

prosecute the motion in the name of the real party in interest,” what 

normally happens? First, remember that the local firm under the LPS 

Network Agreement cannot communicate with the servicer or trust, 

who is the movant in the foreclosure case.  

 

The local firm can only send a NewTrak “issue” to LPS.  LPS has what 

it calls “document execution teams” for every LPS “Servicer Partner.” 

These teams do not include lawyers or trained paralegals but rather  

include individuals who have been trained to produce documents.  

 

So, what do they do to resolve the issue about the Argent  
Mortgage Company note and mortgage? Well, they will do the 
one thing that ensures maximum speed and efficiency and meets 
the attorney APR time lines. They prepare and sign as a Vice 
President of Argent an endorsement of the Argent Mortgage Note 
from Argent directly to Argent Securities Trust, Asset-Backed 
Pass-Through Certificates, Series 2006-W2 and date it August 11, 
2009. 
 
What is wrong with these LPS created documents? First, they are 
what I call A to D transfers and assignments. Such transfers are 
not allowed to have occurred after the “closing date” for the 
named trust.  
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Argent Mortgage Company had no note to transfer to the Trust in 
2009, having sold the same back in February of 2006. Second, 
the A to D transfers ignore two of the most important entities in 
the securitization process—the Sponsor, Ameriquest Mortgage 
Company, and the Depositor, Argent Securities, Inc.  
 

Third, such transfers are totally inconsistent with the mandatory 
conveyance Rules established by Section 2.01 of the Pooling and 
Servicing Agreement. Fourth, such transfers are totally  
inconsistent with the representations and warranties filed by the 
Master Document Custodian for the Trust with the SEC, the 
Owner Trustee, and the Rating Agencies.  
 

Fifth, such documents are inconsistent with the Real Estate 
Mortgage Investment Conduit Rules promulgated by the Internal 
Revenue Service for this type of trust. And, finally, from the point 
of view of the Chapter 13 debtor, these transfers and similar 
variations of the same raise serious issues about whether or not 
the Trust was really and truly a secured creditor on the petition 
date.  
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If these A to D documents were filed in connection with a  
contested Motion for Relief from Stay, then one could infer that 
the Trust did not in fact hold and own the mortgage note on the 
petition date. 
 

Another example of a similar but different problem occurs when 
you have an A to D transfer to try to prove up standing in a  
judicial foreclosure case and the debtor then files for Chapter 13 
relief within 90 days of the date of the document.  
 
Under these facts, you may have an avoidable preference to the 
Trust under Section 547 of the Bankruptcy Code? Also, in the 
motion for relief from stay context the A to D transfer  
post-petition may expose the servicer, the trust and the  
originator to automatic stay liability under Sections 362(a)(4) 
and (a)(5)?   
 
These Sections prohibit “any act to create, perfect or enforce any 
lien against property of the estate” and “any act to create, perfect, 
or enforce against property of the debtor any lien to the extent 
that such lien secured a claim that arose before the  
commencement of the [Bankruptcy] case.”   
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It is basic “Hornbook” law that the Trust would have to own and 
hold the note to “enforce” the mortgage.  As a result, if the Trust 
did not actually acquire the note until after the bankruptcy case 
was filed it would appear to be a clear violation of these  
sections. 
 

In closing, you would not want the servicer to just “Show Me the 
Original Note.” You would want the servicer to show you that the 
original note had been duly and timely negotiated from A to B, B 
to C and C to D, with D being the securitized trust.  
 
You would want proof of an unbroken chain of such negotiations 
between all of the parties. You would want to see the same timely  
assignments of the mortgage or the deed of trust. 
 
Consequently, your defense should not be limited to “Show Me 
the Original Note” but should be expanded to show me that the 
“Original Note” was duly transferred and negotiated between all 
of the parties involved in the deal, and was in the possession of 
the Master Document Custodian for the Trust BEFORE the  
closing date for the due transfer and delivery of such documents. 
 
Thus, there is much more to this than a simple request to  
produce the Original Note, should you need to dig this deep.  
Nevertheless, you are armed with the ammunition to fight back!  
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THE HOMEOWNERS REVOLT.COM (hereinafter “THR”)        

provides extensive foreclosure information and general services to help 

Clients understand the foreclosure process and procedures, while       

assisting Clients in safely coping with their own foreclosure issues.  

“THR” does not provide legal services or legal advice. “THR” is not a 

law firm and its employees are not acting as Client’s attorney.       

Therefore, any use of the information provided by “THR” DOES NOT 

create, or constitute a solicitor-client relationship between “THR”, any 

employee of, or other person associated with “THR”, and Clients. 

The information provided is also not intended to create, and receipt of 

the information does not constitute, a lawyer-client relationship         

between “THR”, and Clients.  

“THR” has made every effort to assure the information provided is    

accurate and useful. Notwithstanding, “THR” recommends that Clients 

consult a lawyer to interpret, and apply the information to his/her     

specific situation. 
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Clients agree that by using “THR” foreclosure information, and        

services, under no circumstances will “THR”, or its affiliates be         

responsible for (1) any information provided, or omitted; (2) Client’s 

reliance on any such information, whether or not the information is  

correct, current or complete; (3) any consequences of any action       

Clients, or any other person takes or fails to take, whether or not based 

on information provided by, or as a result of the use of “THR” services. 

 

“THR” specifies that there is no guarantee, warranty, or implied      

warranty, with respect to the information services, and that “THR”  is 

not responsible for any loss, injury, claim, liability, or damage 

("damages") related to Client’s use of the foreclosure information, and 

services provided to Clients. All sales are final and non-refundable. 
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